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Abstract
Two variants of colonies with limited activation of components are introduced, namely colonies
with bounded-life components and colonies with bounded-frequency components. The generative
power of these colonies is studied. Some properties of a specic descriptional complexity mea-
sure, namely the number of immortal components of a colony with bounded-life components,
are also discussed. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Colonies as language generating devices rooted in the theory of grammar systems
[3, 6] have been introduced in [8] and developed during the 1990s in several directions,
see, e.g., [2, 4, 7, 9{12, 15{17].
Colonies, originally motivated by the study of purely reactive agents in the frame-
work of robotics and articial intelligence [1, 13], were introduced with the aim of
contributing to a better theoretical understanding of the structure and power of soci-
eties of purely reactive agents sharing a common environment. The grammatical model
proposed for a reactive agent is the simplest language-generating device, that of a reg-
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ular grammar generating a nite language. These simple grammars are the components
of a colony which is proposed as a model for the society of reactive agents. The
required simplicity of purely reactive agents is reected in the language{theoretical
framework of colonies by the simple form of the components of a colony, and by the
simple communication among these components.
In order to preserve the communication between components of a colony as simple
as possible, one can look for some regulations of the component participation in the
process of strings generation. Time delays associated with components have been in-
vented already in [8]; see also [9]. In the present paper we discuss a limitation with
respect to the number of component activations. We associate a possible innite natural
number with each component of a colony which restricts its possibility to participate
arbitrarily many times in the strings generation. This number may be viewed as the
lifetime of that component. Components with unbounded participation in the generation
of strings are called immortal. This type of regulation seems to be very natural in view
of the aforementioned motivation. Obviously, each society of reactive agents contains
agents which cannot act arbitrarily many times by dierent reasons.
First we prove that this regulation does not lead to an increase in the computational
power. Unfortunately, given a colony and an immortal component, one cannot decide
whether or not the life of this components can be limited without modifying the behav-
ior of the colony. We introduce a specic descriptional complexity criterion, namely
the number of immortal components of a colony and extend it to languages. We prove
the non-triviality of this measure for context-free languages and the impossibility of
computing this measure for the same class of languages. In the last section we associate
a sub-unit rational number with each component of a colony which limits the num-
ber of applications of that commponent with respect to the length of every derivation.
Colonies with bounded-frequency components are more powerful than colonies with
bounded-life components.
2. Colonies and bounded-life components
The reader is referred to [5] for basic elements of formal language theory. If V is
an alphabet, then V is the set of all words over V . The empty word is denoted by
 and the set of all nonempty words is V+ =V − fg. For a nite set A, card(A)
denotes the number of elements in A.
A colony C has a structure
C = (V; T; (S1; F1); : : : ; (Sn; Fn); w);
where
 V is the alphabet of the colony,
 T V is the terminal alphabet of the colony,
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 (Si; Fi) is a component, where Si 2V and Fi is a nite language over the set V−fSig,
and
 w2V is the initial string.
Note that the symbol Si can occur as a symbol of Fj for i 6= j.
The activity of components in a colony is done by transformations performed on the
shared string also called environment. An elementary transformation of the environment
is determined by a basic derivation step.
For x; y2V and 16i6n we dene the basic derivation step
x )i y i x = x1Six2; y = x1zx2 where z 2Fi:
The language (or the behavior) determined by a colony C is given by
L(C) = fv2T jw )i1 w1 )i2 w2 )    )im wm = v; 16i1; i2; : : : ; im6ng:
The generative power of the colonies is similar as that of the context-free grammars,
i.e. every context-free language equals the behavior of a colony [8].
By the denition of L(C) there is no limit for the number of component activations
in the derivation process. However, it is natural to consider also colonies such that each
component has associated a lifetime (possibly innite) which gives the bound for the
number of activations of that component. Some components, having a nite lifetime,
are called bounded-life components and others { the so called immortal ones { can be
used arbitrarily many times.
A colony with bounded-life components is a structure
C = (V; T; (S1; F1); : : : ; (Sn; Fn); w; bl);
where
 (V; T; (S1; F1); : : : ; (Sn; Fn); w) is a usual colony, which will be denoted by C,
 bl is a mapping from the set f1; 2; : : : ; ng into the set N [f1g, which associates to
each component of C, a natural number representing the lifetime of that component.
If bl(r)=1, then we say that the component r is immortal. The lifetime of a
component indicates the maximal number of applications of that component in the
process of changing the environment.
For every derivation D
y )i1 x1 )i2 x2    )ip xp = x
in C and for every r, 16r6n, we dene
Kr(y;D; x) = card(fj j ij = r; 16j6pg):
Moreover, we denote by jDj the length of the derivation D, that is jDj=p. For every
word x2L( C) we dene
Kr(x;C) = minfKr(w;D; x) jD is a derivation of x in Cg:
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The viable behavior of C is dened by
Ll(C) = fx2L( C) jKr(x;C)6bl(r) for all 16r6ng:
It is worth to mention the similarity of these colonies to the valence grammars
introduced in [14]. However, by the next theorem the computational power of our
mechanisms is strictly weaker than that of valence grammars, which generate some
non-context-free languages.
Theorem 1. For a given colony with bounded-life components C one can construct a
colony C0 with Ll(C)=L (C0).
Proof. We shall prove that the viable behavior of any colony with bounded-life com-
ponents is a context-free language.
Let C=(V; T; (S1; F1); (S2; F2); : : : ; (Sn; Fn); w; bl) be a colony with bounded-life
components. Suppose that bl(j)=1, for all j; 16j6m, and bl(s)2N , for all s;
m+ 16s6n, for some m; 16m6n.
We construct the following pushdown automaton which recognizes by nal states
and empty pushdown memory, the language generated by C:
A = (Q; T; V [ fZ0g; f; q0; Z0; Qnfqeg);
where
Q= [0; bl(m+ 1)] [0; bl(m+ 2)]     [0; bl(n)] [ fqeg;
q0 = (0; 0; : : : ; 0)
and f is dened as follows:
f(q0; ; Z0) = f(q0; w)g;
f((r1; r2; : : : ; rn−m); ; Sj) =
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
f((r1; r2; : : : ; rn−m); x) j x2Fjg; if j6m;
f((r1; r2; : : : ; rs + 1; : : : ; rn−m); x) j x2Fjg;
if j = m+ s and rs + 16bl(s)
for some 16s6n− m;
f(qe; x) j x2Fjg; otherwise;
f((r1; r2; : : : ; rn−m); a; a) = f((r1; r2; : : : ; rn−m); )g; a2T; (r1; r2; : : : ; rn−m)2Q:
The current states of the above automaton are indexed with a vector which counts the
number of activations for each bounded-life component so far. If such a component
has been activated more than its lifetime, then the automaton enters an error state, qe,
and the input string cannot be accepted by this computation. Thus, the input string
is accepted by our automaton if and only if each component s of the index of the
nal state is at most bl(s + m) and the pushdown memory is empty. Consequently,
Ll(C)=Rec(A) holds.
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3. Immortal components
Given a context-free language it is natural to look for a colony with bounded-life
components which generates it and has as few immortal components as possible. Thus,
a natural problem concerns the possibility of limiting the life of an immortal component
of a colony without modifying the viable behavior of that colony. The next theorem
states the undecidability status of this problem.
Theorem 2. Given a colony with bounded-life components C and an immortal compo-
nent i of C; one cannot decide whether or not the life of component i can be limited
without modifying the viable behavior of C.
Proof. Let C0=(V; T; (S1; F1); : : : ; (Sn; Fn); w) be an arbitrary colony with the terminal
alphabet T containing at least two letters. We construct the colony with bounded-life
components
C = (V [ fSn+1; Sn+2; Sn+3g; T; (S1; F1); : : : ; (Sn+3; Fn+3); Sn+1; bl);
where
Fn+1 = fw; Sn+2g;
Fn+2 = TfSn+3g [ T [ fg;
Fn+3 = TfSn+2g [ T
and
bl(i) =
(
1 if i = n+ 1;
1 otherwise:
Obviously, Ll(C)=T. Let us consider the immortal component n + 2 of C. If one
bounds the life of this component by a natural number, say k, then the life of component
n+3 can be also bounded by the same number. Let us denote by C00 the new colony
in which there is k such that bl(n+2) = bl(n+3) = k, i.e. the components n+2 and
n+3 are not immortal anymore. Clearly, Ll(C00)=T if and only if TnT 2k L(C0),
where T 2k stands for the set of all strings in T of length smaller or equal than 2k.
Since the problem L(C0)=T is known to be undecidable, it easily follows that the
problem TnT 2k L(C0) is undecidable as well, which concludes the proof.
Now we introduce a descriptional complexity measure indicating the number of
immortal components in a colony with bounded-life components.
Given a colony C with bounded-life components we dene
Imm(C) = card(fi j bl(i) =1g)
and for a context-free language L we write
Imm(L) = minfImm(C) jL = Ll(C)g:
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The next theorem claims that the Imm measure is not trivial.
Theorem 3. For each natural number n there is a language Ln such that Imm(Ln)>n.
Proof. For a given n we consider the context-free language
Ln = fak11 bk11 ak22 bk22 : : : aknn bknn j k1; k2; : : : ; kn>1g:
We claim that Imm(Ln)>n. Let C=(V; fa1; b1; : : : ; an; bng; (S1; F1); : : : ; (Sr; Fr); x; bl) be
a colony with bounded-life components which generates Ln. We prove the following
fact
Fact. For each nonnegative integer m there is the positive integers p(m) such that
card(fi jKi(ap(m)1 bp(m)1 : : : ap(m)n bp(m)n ;C)>mg)>n:
Proof of the fact. We show that for each m and some integer p(m), at least n
components are used at least m times in order to get z= ap(m)1 b
p(m)
1 : : : a
p(m)
n b
p(m)
n . For
a given positive integer m, we consider the integer p(m)>M  m  r + jxj, where
M = max
(
jyj jy2
r[
i=1
Fi
)
:
Then for every aj, 16j6n, there is Sij in V such that Sij ) ajkj Sij xj for some jk6M r.
Therefore, every derivation D of z in C can be written as
x ) aq11 Si1x1 ) aq1+j11 Si1x2 ) aq1+2j11 Si1x3 )    ) aq1+mj11 Si1xm+1 )
ap(m)1 b
p(m)
1 a
q2
2 Si2xm+2 ) ap(m)1 bp(m)1 aq2+j22 Si2xm+3 )   
ap(m)1 b
p(m)
1 a
q2+mj2
2 Si2x2m+2 )    ) ap(m)1 bp(m)1    aqnn Sinx(m+1)(n−1)+2 )
ap(m)1 b
p(m)
1 : : : a
qn+jn
n Sinx(m+1)(n−1)+3 )   
) ap(m)1 bp(m)1 : : : aqn+mjnn Sinx(m+1)(n−1)+m+2 ) z:
Clearly, the components i1; i2; : : : ; in are mutually disjoint, otherwise parasitic strings
would be obtained in C, which concludes the proof of the fact.
Now, one can easily infer that Imm(C)>n.
Based on the previous theorem we prove that
Theorem 4. The measure Imm fails to be algorithmically computable.
Proof. Let C be a colony with bounded-life components. Assume
L = L(C)U+n [ VLn;
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where Un= fa1; b1; a2; b2; : : : ; an; bng, n>5, Ln is the language from the proof of the
previous theorem, and V \ Un= ;.
If L(C)=V, then L=VU+n , hence Imm(L)64. A colony with four immortal
components which generates L is
C0 = (fS1; S2; S3; S4g [ V [ Un; V [ Un; (S1; F1); (S2; F2); (S3; F3); (S4; F4); S1S3);
with
F1 = VfS2g [ V [ fg;
F2 = VfS1g;
F3 =UnfS4g [ Un;
F4 =UnfS3g [ Un:
If L(C) 6= V, then let w2VnL(C) be an arbitrary word. By a similar reasoning
to the proof of the previous theorem one can prove that Imm(L)>Imm(fwgLn) holds,
or equivalently Imm(L)>Imm(Ln).
Consequently, Imm(L)64 if and only if L(C)=V, which is undecidable. Therefore,
one cannot compute Imm(L).
4. Bounded-frequency components
A colony with bounded-frequency components has a structure
C = (V; T; (S1; F1); (S2; F2); : : : ; (Sn; Fn); w; bf);
where
 (V; T; (S1; F1); (S2; F2); : : : ; (Sn; Fn); w) is a colony, which will be denoted by C;
 bf is a mapping from f1; 2; : : : ; ng into the set of rationals between 0 and 1. It
expresses the maximal possible frequency of using the components of C in the
derivation.
The viable behavior of C is dened by
Lf(C) =
(
x2L( C) j there exists a derivation D for x such that
Ki(x;C)
jDj 6bf(i); for all 16i6n

:
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Example 1. Let us consider the following colony with bounded-frequency components:
C = (fSij16i612g [ fa; b; cg; fa; b; cg; (S1; F1); : : : ; (S12; F12); S1S2S3S4S5S6; bf);
where
F1 = faS7g F2 = fbS8g F3 = fcS9g
F7 = faS1; ag F8 = fbS2; bg F9 = fcS3; cg
F4 = faS10g F5 = fbS11g F6 = fcS12g
F10 = faS4; ag F11 = fbS5; bg F12 = fcS6; cg
and
bf(i) = 112
for all 16i612.
It is easy to check that Lf(C)= fa2nb2nc2na2nb2nc2n j n>1g which is not a context-
free language.
Indeed, all strings generated by the above colony with bounded-frequency com-
ponents are of the form a2ib2jc2ka2mb2pc2q for some positive integers i; j; k; m; p; q.
However,
t
i + j + k + m+ p+ q
6
1
6
for all t 2 fi; j; k; m; p; qg. Let us suppose that i is the biggest integer among the others
and there exists another one, say j, strictly smaller than i. Then,
i
i + j + k + m+ p+ q
>
i
6i
=
1
6
;
which is a contradiction. Therefore, all aforementioned integers are equal.
We recall now the denition of valence grammars from [5]. An additive valence
grammar is a quintuple G=(N; T; S; P; v), where (N; T; S; P) is a context-free grammar
and v is a mapping from P into the set of integers Z . If P= fr1; : : : ; rng, for some n,
the language generated by G, denoted by L(G), consists of all words x such that there
is a derivation
S )i1 x1 )i2 x2 : : :)ip xp = x
with
Pp
j=1 v(rij)= 0.
Theorem 5. The class of languages generated by additive valence grammars is strictly
included in the class of languages generated by colonies with bounded-frequency com-
ponents.
Proof. Let L be a language generated by an additive valence grammar; by
Lemma 2:1:10 from [5] we may assume that v(p) 2 f−1; 0; 1g for each rule p in P.
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Moreover, we may assume that for each rule A ! x2P, the nonterminal A does not
occur in x. Using some new nonterminals one can easily replace each rule p2P where
v(p)= 0 with a pair of rules, without side eects on the generated language, such that
for each rule r in the new set of rules, denoted also by P, v(r) 2 f−1; 1g holds. Denote
by A1; A2; : : : ; Am the nonterminals of this last grammar generating L, S =A1.
We construct the colony with bounded-frequency components
C = (N [ fAm+1; Am+2g [ T; T; (A1; F1); (A2; F2); : : : ; (Am+2; Fm+2); A1; bf);
where
Fi =
8><
>:
fxAm+1 jAi ! x2P; v(Ai ! x) = −1g[
fxAm+2 jAi ! x2P; v(Ai ! x) = 1g if 16i6m
fg if i > m
and
bf(i) =
(
1 if 16i6m
1
4 if i > m:
Clearly, L( C) is exactly the language generated by the given context-free grammar,
regardless the valence mapping v. It is also easy to note that, for every word x in
Lf(C), for which the last two components have been activated i times and j times,
respectively, the total length of the derivation is 2(i+ j). Furthermore, i= j must hold.
Since i and j represent also the number of applications of the rules in P whose valence
is −1 and 1, respectively, it follows that x can be obtained by a derivation whose total
valence is 0. Hence, L=Lf(C).
Example 1, provides a colony with bounded-frequency components which generates
a language that cannot be generated by any additive valence grammar. The same idea
used in Example 2:1:7 in [5] for proving that fanbncnjn>1g2 cannot be generated by
any additive valence grammar can be used for proving the same statement for the
language from Example 1.
The computational power of colonies with bounded-frequency components remains
to be further investigated. We do not know whether or not these colonies generate
recursive languages only. Clearly, the membership problem is decidable for colonies
with bounded-frequency components which do not contain the empty string. But it
seems to be very hard to cope with these components in the general case. Another
natural problem concerns the decidability of the emptyness problem for colonies with
bounded-frequency components.
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